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Objective and Content of the Course 
 

Neoclassical economics studies the equilibrium and welfare properties of markets in which all the 
participants have complete information about the quality and price of the traded goods, and all the 
transactions are carried out through a centralized clearing house (the Walrasian auctioneer). While 
the neoclassical framework is helpful to understand the basic forces behind the determination of 
prices, consumption and production, it is far too stylized to explain some important phenomena that 
we observe in the actual labor, credit and product markets. For example, in the neoclassical 
framework, all markets clear—in the sense that prices equate the supply and demand of every good 
traded in the economy. However, in the actual labor market, we typically observe excess supply, as 
many workers are willing to accept the going wage but cannot find employment. Similarly, in the 
actual credit market, we typically observe excess demand, as many households are willing to take 
out loans at the going rates but cannot find funding. Moreover, in the neoclassical framework, there 
is a unique price for every good. However, in the actual labor market, workers with exactly the 
same education, experience and age are paid widely different wages. Similarly, in the actual product 
market, the same can of soda sells at very different prices across different stores in the same 
neighborhood. 
 
In this class, we will study the equilibrium and efficiency properties of markets in which there are 
information frictions—in the sense that market participants have limited information regarding the 
quality and price of various goods—and transaction frictions—in the sense that market transactions 
are carried out in a decentralized fashion. We will show that realistic information and transaction 
fictions can provide a simple and natural explanation for unemployment, credit rationing, wage 
inequality, price dispersion, as well as for other phenomena that cannot be understood in the context 



of the neoclassical framework. Moreover, we will show that, once information and transaction 
frictions are taken into account, the market allocation need not be efficient and appropriate 
government interventions may lead to welfare gains.  
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Course Calendar 

 

Aug 27 Introduction S02, D11, M11 
Sep 1-3 LM1: Efficiency wages SS84 

Sep 8-15 LM2: Search unemployment P85, RSW05 
Sep 10 No class  

Sep 17-22 LM3: Unemployment fluctuations D82 
Sep 24-Oct1 LM4: Wage inequality BM98, RSW05 

Oct 6 Review Session/Catching up   
Oct 8 Fall break  
Oct 13 Midterm #1  

Oct 15-22 PM1: Price Dispersion KM14, BJ84 
Oct 27-29 PM2: Adverse Selection A70 
Nov 3-5 CM1: Fiat money and bubbles KW93 

Nov 10-12 CM2: Banks and bank runs DD83 
Nov 17 No class  
Nov 26 Thanksgiving break  

Nov 19-Dec 3 CM4: Herd behaviour B92, BHW92 
Dec 8 Midterm #2  
TBA Final Examination  

 
 
 

Exams and Grades 
 

There are two ways to fulfil the class requirements. You can choose to take the two midterms that 
will be administered throughout the semester. In this case, your total score (and class grade) will be 
determined as the (equally) weighted average of your two scores in the midterms. Alternatively, you 
can choose to take the final exam. In this case, your total score (and class grade) will be determined 
by your score in the final. Note that there will be no make-up for the midterms. Therefore, if you 
miss one of them, you will have to take the final. If you miss the final, you can sign-up for the 
make-up exam at the beginning of next semester.  
 
Throughout the semester, three or four assignments will be posted on canvas. The solution to the 
assignments will be presented by the Teaching Assistant during review sessions.  
 
 


